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obtained what appeared to be three distinct crystallizations here —two of

deep red crystals and one of brown plates. These were picked apart as

they crystallized together, using a hand lens, and exercising great care, and

were then submitted to recrystallizations until quite pure and distinct. On
breaking up these picric acid compounds with dilute ammonia, we obtained

at least two well-marked and distinctly different hydrocarbons. With re-

gard to the hydrocarbon from the third set of crystals we are still in doubt.

Of the two hydrocarbons, one fuses constant at 280°C, and the other at

178°C. Weare not able to identify them certainly with any of the known
hydrocarbons.

Of both of these hydrocarbons, quinones have been made, and of one of

them the alizarine, acting upon the quinone with strong sulphuric acid with

heat, and then fusing the dried residue with solid potassium hydrate, The
quinone dissolves in sulphuric acid with a dark purple color, and when the

nearly black residue of di-sulphoquinonic acid and potassium hydrate are

fused together, a dark yellowish-brown color is obtained. From the solu-

tion of this, hydrochloric acid precipitates the alizarine as a dark brown
tlocculent mass.

Several analyses of the quinone and of the alizarine were made. As I

hold the whole subject still open to revision, I will not quote them, but

merely say that both the quinone and the alizarine derived from the hydro-

carbon, fusing at 280°C, indicate a probable composition
ia

H
14

. This

would be a dimethyl -anthracene, yet the hydrocarbon does not agree with

1 he dimethyl-anthracene discovered by Van Dorp, and studied by Wachen-
dorf and Zincke.

Willi this brief mention of the work done, we will defer any further dis-

: < <n until our results are suffic ie ntly advanced to he presented as a

whole. Weare now engaged upon the work, and will push it promptly to

a completion.

Character of some Sullivan County Goah. By Franklin Plait.

i 1,,'fm-! thr American Phdotophieal 8oai$ty\ February 7<A, 1870.)

It ha* already been noied in giving the detailed description of the coal

opening! in Sullivan county, that the different coals mined presented wide

nid in one or two Instances offered some most nn

DURmJ I'eiiturcH.*

Tie • listics may be briefly rammed thus -,\
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1. That the Bernice coal as mined from the Big Bed, called bed B, is a

semi-anthracite coal, of the usual chemical composition of anthracites, but

differing from them in appearance and fracture.

2. That the coal bed lying sixty feet below the coal bed B is a semi-bitumi -

nous coal, of curious structure ; holding much water in combination ; and

not coking.

3. That in a coal bed opened only one and a half miles east of Bernice,

the upper bench is semi-bituminous coal, and the lower bench an anthra-

cite, or more nearly semi-anthracite ; with only a six inch black slate part-

ing between these two benches ; the semi -bituminous coal bench not coking,

and holding a very large percentage of water in combination.

4. That the Forksville coals are semi-anthracites of unusual appearance

and structure.

5. That the Laporte coal is really bituminous coal, of very curious struc-

ture, holding much water in combination.

In order that the main features of the character of these coals may be

more forcibly presented, they are grouped together thus :

—

Bed 15.1. Bernice, Sullivan County.

2.

3.

4

5.

6.

7. " "

8. Pigeon Creek, 4 miles east of Bernice.

9. 1£ miles east of Bernice. Top bench.

10. " " " Lower bench.

11. 3J miles S. W. of Forksville. Lip. & Mercer mine. Top bench.

12. " " " " " Lower "

13. 1 mile south of Laporte. S. Hall's Coal.

Run of mine.

Top bench.

Middle bench. *'

Lower " "

Cannel-like coal in upper bench.

Coal 60 feet below Bed B.

Bed B.

Water
Volatile Matter.
Fixed Carbon.

.

Sulphur
Ash

Color of Ash . .

.

1
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"The coal yields a bulky ash of a reddish brown color. It has not

the slightest tendency to form a coherent coke, and yields volatile matters

burning with a non-luminous flame. The water was estimated at 22~>°, and

upon withdrawal of the heat the coal begins to absorb water with great

avidity. So that in two hours it has re-absorbed sixty-three per cent, of the

amount of water originally present."

Throwing out the water, sulphur and ash, the proportion stands :

Fixed Carbon 80.003

Volatile Hydrocarbons 19.907

100.000

Volatile Hydrocarbons to Fixed Carbon, as 1 to 4.023.

No. 2. Coal sixty feet below bottom of Bed B, at Bernice, Sullivan

county, Pennsylvania.

The coal is for the most part OOtUed with iron oxide and infiltrated silt.

It has a dull dead lustre, and is compact and brittle, with very irregular

fracture. The coal does not have the slightest tendency to coke and yields

- which burn with a ci ry feebly luminous flame. After cooling (water

estimation) the coal immediately begins to absorb water and in two hours

has re-absorbed about sixty per cent, of the water originally present.

Water 5.815

Volatile Matter 16.065

Fixed Carbon 68.899

Sulphur 474

A SB 10.297

Color of ash, reddish-grey.

100.000

Leaving out the accidental impurities, and counting only the ignitible

constituents, the proportion stands :

Fixed ( 'arbon 80.514

Volatile Hydrocarbons . 19.486

100.000

Volatile Matters to Fixed Carbon as 1 to 4.1 82,

It should be noted that this coal specimen was necessarily taken from

near the outcrop, which accounts for the oxide of iron coating, the infil-

trated silt, and in part for the high percentage of ash.

A second specimen of this same coal (sixty feet below bed B at Bernice)

taken from under better cover, was also analyzed by Mr. McCrcath.

"The coal does not coke, and the gases burn with a eery feebly lumin-

ous flame. The coal, after being dried, begins to absorb water rapidly,

and in two hours has re-absorbed sixty per cent, of the water originally

present. This amount is not increased by longer exposure.
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Water 4.130

Volatile Matter 15.270

Fixed Carbon , 67.362

Sulphur 523

Ash 12.715

Color of ash, reddish-gray.

100.000

On drying at 295° the Coal loses 4.13 %
" " 245° " " same.
«« " 260° " " 4.19%

" 340° " " 4.50 %
" 460° " •« 4.69%

A.t a dull red heat the Coal loses 12.59 %

But in all these experiments the water re-absorbed is about the same ;

that is, the coal re-absorbs 2.48 parts of water. Irrespective, therefore, of

the amount of water, &&, driven off by heat, the portion re-absorbed is

practically constant ; and this property is not. destroyed, even after all the

volatile matter is driven oil'."

No. 3. Coal from opening one and a half miles east of Bernice, Sullivan

county, Pennsylvania. Top bench of coal.

"The coal has a dull dead lustre; it is very soft and crumbling, and

has a somewhat shaly appearance With laminated structure. The gases

burn with a feebly luminous Maine, but the coal does not coke.

Water 7.930

Volatile Matter 21.410

Fixed Carbon 54.099

Sulphur 661

nah 16.010

Color (rf sah, <nain.

100.000

No. 4. Sullivan county, one mile south of Laporte. From S. Hall's

drift.

• Tlie ooal hai deep black dull lustre ; il is rather friable ; contains some

slate, [tdoei not show tiii- slightest tendency to form a coherent coke.

tbe volatile matter burns with a /<< bljf luminous tlame. The coal acts

rally in the -ame way as that from the Hcrnice lower coal bed.

Water 6.880

Volatile M •. 81.880

led < tarpon 55.413

Sulph.i. :;s;

15.440

ihh. red.

100. OOII
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Throwing out the sulphur, water and ash, and counting the ignitible

constituents only, these coals show the following proportions :

Coal No. 3.

Fixed Carbon 71.646

Volatile Hydrocarbons 28.354

100.000 100.000

And the proportions of Volatile Matter and Fixed Carbon, are for No. 3,

as 1 to 2.527 ; and for No. 4, as 1 to 2.527.

There are several points touching these coals which are noteworthy :

1. They range in proportion of Volatile Matters to Fixed Carbon from

bituminous to semi-bituminous coals ; these proportions being 1 to 4.028
;

1 to 4.132 ; 1 to 2.527 ; 1 to 2.527.

2. They curry an unusual percentage of water ; these percentages being

4.310 ; 5.815 ; 7.930 ; 6.830.

3. The gases driven off barn with a non-luminous flame.

4. None of the coals coke.

5. All of the four coals re -absorb in a short time fully 60 % of the water

which has been expelled by raising their temperature to 885* P., in this

respect differing from all the other Pennsylvania coals hitherto examined.

Notes upon the Collection of Coins and Medals now upon Exhibition at

the Pennsylvania MuUiltn and School of Industrial Art, Memorial

Hall, Fainnount Park, Philadelphia.

By IIeniiy Phillips, Jk , A. M.

(Bead before the American Philosophical Society, Feb. 7, 1870.)

" Quon non move<i( clarisximis uionuuientia list<U(t i-onxiynataquv vetiukut"
Sl'ANHKIM.

The object of this display is to present Art as typified upon coins and

medals, from the earliest known period until the present time, so as to

show the student the nature and character of the development of aesthetic

culture as exhibited by the aid of Numismatic science.

The change and advance presented by the inspection of coins and medals

is a vast chain of ever closely joining links. From the very beginning of

coinage, from the rudest of all ardent coins, the Persian darie or the

tortoise of ^Egina, to the majestic medallions of Syracuse, step by step

every inch of the onward march of Art may readily be traced. The earliest

of all known coins exhibit on the revei'Be only a shapeless punch mark, are

the work of unskilled hands, are defective in type, in shape, in inscription,

while the latest (or most modern), present complicated and intricate devices

of all kinds and natures.


